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Abstract

Geocoding is a complex but important task and its accuracy is crucial to many industries. Although geocoding providers such as Google generally provide accurate coordinates, they often have limitations in their accuracy. The goal of this thesis is to analyze the data of popular geocoding services and to improve on their results.

This thesis will focus on the development of PlayPin, a software platform for generating geocoding data. It will demonstrate that aggregating results from public geocoding services and location-tagged social media data can generate very accurate coordinates. Initially, a location’s coordinates are gathered from public geocoding APIs, these results are processed using a clustering algorithm to identify a cluster and the centroid of the cluster is found. Using this centroid as the geographic point of reference, social media APIs are queried for proximal and contextually relevant data around the point. This social-local data is then processed again using a clustering algorithm and a centroid is generated for the final point estimation.

Using a set of over four thousand locations, PlayPin was able to generate a coordinate within 50m of the correct position over 80% of the time, compared to the best public geocoder, which only achieved this accuracy 61% of the time.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

If you have ever searched for a place on Google Maps and followed the directions given only to end up at the wrong location, you have experienced the problem that has inspired this research. Many online providers of geo-location data suffer from inaccuracies. A study of 3000 residential homes showed the mean error for a commercial geocoder in rural areas was 614 meters, 143 meters for suburban areas and 58 meters in the urban areas [1]. One problem with inaccurate geo-location data is that it can lead consumers of the data to the wrong locations. For businesses, that can lead to frustrated customers and potentially lost business. Accurate geocoded data is also useful in things tracking diseases [2] and measuring air quality [3]. Because of the explosion of GPS capable smart phones in the hands of the population [4] this locational data is consumed more frequently and the problems with inaccuracy are affecting greater numbers of consumers [5].

A thought leader in the location-based digital marketing space has this to say:

"The challenge is that lat/long inaccuracy is a large, systemic problem for all multi-location brands. It starts with bad internal data (store finders) and gets perpetuated through so many third parties including Google, Facebook, Foursquare, and others... The most important piece of data for store finders and local listings is not the street address or even the phone number. It’s the lat/long."

[6]
1.1 The Anatomy of a Location

“The anatomy of a physical place can be broken down into layers. First, it has a latitude and longitude. Aside from acts of God, these are permanently fixed. Next, there is a street address, complete with city, state, and zip code, as well as a physical structure, such as a building. These are less permanent than its GPS coordinates but much more fixed than the business or brand that inhabits the structure e.g. a McDonald’s, Walmart, or P.F. Chang’s. Finally these physical locations have digital representations.” [7]

Figure 1. Anatomy of a Location

Figure 1 illustrates that a location is composed of many different layers and the most fundamental representation is a coordinate. When we use our smartphones to search for a location, we are asking for a coordinate and the accuracy of that coordinate is essential to us finding our way to that location.
1.2 Accuracy in Coordinates

It is important to define what is meant by accuracy when referring to coordinates. The most common way of measuring geospatial coordinates is with latitude and longitude (lat/long) [8]. This measurement defines a single point on the earth and generally is measured using GPS (Global Positioning System). As of writing this thesis, the best GPS systems have an accuracy of +/- 3 meters [9]. An issue that arises when discussing accurate coordinates is, how to best determine accurate coordinates for a location.

![Figure 2. Satellite View of Restaurant from Google Maps](image)

Figure 2. Satellite View of Restaurant from Google Maps
In Figure 2 we see an image of a restaurant taken by from the satellite view of Google Maps. There are several options for defining an accurate coordinate for this restaurant, we could take a GPS measurement from the road, or the parking lot, or we could walk inside the restaurant and take a measurement from there. There are a number of choices many of which can be valid and accurate depending on the purpose of the coordinate. Accurate coordinates depend on the ultimate purpose of the required task. A postal worker may want the coordinates of the mailbox, a customer may just want coordinates of the parking lot, and people on foot might just want the front door. There is also an issue with larger venues. Universities can take up many city blocks. The accuracy needed to get someone in front of the restaurant in the satellite image from Figure 2 may be in the tens of meters, however with a university, the accuracy needed to get a person to that institution may be far less, even in the hundreds of meters because the location spans so much more space.

For the purpose of this thesis, I will be investigating accuracies in GPS measurements. The main use case that will be considered is a customer searching for an accurate coordinate for a location of a business. This location is a structure that has a street address. We will limit the perimeter of our locations to tens of meters and will therefore define an accurate lat/long as one that can either get a person within the physical bounds of the location, or at minimum, within 10 meters to the outside of the location.

1.3 Location Based Engagement

GPS enabled smartphones allow users to determine their current location with a high level of accuracy [10]. Because of this, mobile social media applications such as Twitter, Instagram and Facebook allow users to associate a particular location to the content they generate in a process known as “geotagging” [11]. Herein, I will refer to user-generated content that has been geotagged and publically shared on a social media provider as location-based engagement (LBE). One example of LBE is a geo-tagged photo. GPS enabled smartphones such as the iPhone can automatically geotag user photos by adding a lat/long coordinate in the photo’s metadata. Other examples of LBE include checking-in, leaving tips and reviews, redeeming offers and geo-tagging tweets [12].
Facebook users upload 350 million photos every day [13]. There are now more than 13 million local business pages on Facebook, with over 60% active monthly [14]. It is clear by this sheer volume of interaction that users are engaging with these digital locations on a massive scale. An example of using Facebook to engage with local business is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Mobile Facebook Location Page

1.4 Remaining Chapters

In Chapter 2 I present an overview of the field, including geographic concepts, geocoding APIs, social media APIs, and various technologies related to this project.

In Chapter 3 I show the formulation of the problem, possible and proposed solutions and a statement of the hypothesis.

In Chapter 4 I explore the technical details of the implementation of this project and the methodologies used in the experiments.

In Chapter 5 I present a detailed overview of the experiments run.
In Chapter 6 I cover the results from an analytical perspective. I will use graphs extensively to present the findings.

In Chapter 7 I provide a summary of the work and the conclusions reached.

Finally, in Chapter 8 I discuss potential and planned future work on the project.
1.5 Key Terms

- **Account** – a data object in PlayPin that is a group of locations which have some similarity or relationship.
- **API** - Application Programmer Interface - specifies how some software components should interact with each other. For this project it refers exclusively to web APIs accessed via REST services.
- **Backfill** - A spatially constrained query for LBE around a specific geocoordinate. For example, find all photos taken within 500 meters of a point.
- **Centroid** - the center of mass of a geometric object of uniform density.
- **Clustering** - The task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other groups.
- **Geocoordinate** - A point representing a specific place on earth defined by a latitude and longitude value.
- **Geocoding** - The process of converting location address data into a geocoordinate.
- **GPS** - Global Positioning System, provides location data anywhere on earth.
- **LBE** - Location Based Engagement, social media actions that are associated with a location.
- **Nearest neighbor** - A clustering algorithm with the objects being assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors.
- **PlayPin** - Software to aggregate and analyze location based data used in this thesis.
- **Rate Limiting** – Public APIs often limit their usage to discourage abusive use [15]. Many of the APIs explored here will detail exactly how much and how often requests can be made.
- **Gold Standard [coordinate] (GS)** – The correct or “true” coordinate of a location. All of the gold standard coordinates have been cross-referenced with satellite maps and have been human verified.
- **Hits and Misses** – For the purpose of this thesis we will define a coordinate as a “hit” if it falls within 50m of the GS coordinate and a “miss” otherwise. A “miss” may also include a coordinate with no data, which may occur when a geocoding process fails to find a match for an address.
Chapter 2 : Field Overview

2.1 Geographic Overview

Geographic coordinates are defined by latitude and longitude (lat/long), which represent two points measured in angular degrees from the center of the earth. Latitude is measured as the angle between the line that connects the center of the earth and the point of interest and the line that connects the center of the earth and the equator. Longitude is measured as the angle between the line that connects the “Prime Meridian” and another meridian that passes through the point. These points are measured in a spherical coordinate system that describe angular distance on a globe (see Appendix B).

2.1.1 Projections

When we look at a map, we are seeing the earth’s features projected on a flat surface. Transforming the latitudes and longitudes of a globe onto a plane via projection is an important tool in not only maps, but also can be helpful in distance calculation. The downside of projection is that it is not possible to represent a globe’s features on a plane without the distortion of some of those features. Whenever we look at a map on the wall, we are seeing a distorted version of the real thing.

One of the more popular projections in use is called the Mercator projection. The Mercator projection can preserve the angles and the shapes of small objects but as the distance from the equator to poles increases, the Mercator projection distorts the size and shape of large objects. For instance, on a Mercator map, Greenland appears larger than Africa, when Africa’s area is 14 times greater [16].
If we first project the spherical geographic coordinates to a flat plane, we can use simple Cartesian formulas (Appendix B) to calculate distance. Although these distances can suffer from inaccuracies, at certain scales and certain distance ranges they can indeed suffice. Projecting to a flat surface and then utilizing Cartesian formulas can speed up distance calculations drastically.

2.2 APIs

To gather geocoding and location based engagement (LBE) data it is necessary to use publicly available APIs. The APIs will allow software to make requests across the Internet to query useful information. Each one of these APIs was chosen for its ability to use geo-targeted information in its queries. This thesis will cover only free and publicly available application programming interfaces (APIs). Since the APIs are free, most of these services enforce certain limits in their usage called Rate Limits. I have divided the APIs into two types: Geocoders and Backfills. Geocoders process street address information and try to match it with a specific lat/long coordinate. Google Maps is a good example of this; you can type in a street address and it will try to present you with a map with a specific point that shows you the address you typed in. Backfills on the other hand, take a coordinate as input and return LBE data around that point. Instagram is a good example of this. Instagram is a popular photo application where users can upload photos that they take. Often, Instagram photos will include additional geo-tagging of a user’s location. Instagram allows users to search around a point at a fixed radius and will return photos taken inside the space.
2.2.1 API Rate Limiting

For instance, Google has a whole page dedicated to enumerating the various rate limits in its free API access shown in Figure 4. Google’s free Maps API is limited to 25,000 requests per day. Many APIs have even more frugal limitations than Google. Mitigating these rate limits is a very important problem to overcome when dealing with large amounts of location data.

2.2.2 Inconsistent/Limited API Results

One of the biggest drawbacks of using free, publicly available APIs is the potential for unreliable service, inconsistent data and limited results.

- Downtime in provider servers can lead to unreliable service.
- Changing API definitions and policy changes in data providers can lead to inconsistent data.
- Data caps and rate limits can lead to only partial results being returned from the server.
2.3 Geocoding APIs

There are many different free geocoders available and each has its own API. Furthermore, each geocoder expects queries differently than each other and each returns its results in a different data structure. For this thesis, only free and public geocoding APIs are used for the software developed for this thesis. All APIs are described in Figure 5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geocoder API</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Maps Geocoding API</td>
<td>The most popular geocoding service on the planet. They offer an API that delivers results in either XML or JSON and rate limit to 25,000 requests per day. To use the API a valid Google account is needed and the service needs to be enabled in the developer console. [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Maps Locations API</td>
<td>Microsoft’s offering into the online mapping ecosystem. Bing offers a geocoding API with many input parameters and delivers results in either XML or JSON. To use the API a Windows Live ID is required. Bing Maps rate limits you to 30,000 requests per day. [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geocoder.us</td>
<td>A public service providing free geocoding of addresses and intersections in the United States. Their geocoder is based on The US Census Bureau data called TIGER/Line, which they claim is “notoriously incomplete”. Geocoder.us limits you to 50,000 requests per day and returns results in XML format. []</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapquest Geocoding API</td>
<td>Allows users to access the MapQuest geocoder through a simple HTTP request. The Geocoding API supports three major geocoding functions: address, reverse, and batch. Mapquest returns results in JSON and XML formats and limits you to 5000 requests per day. [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo YQL</td>
<td>Although Yahoo is promoting their paid geocoding service called BOSS, they still support their free geocoding service that uses YQL (Yahoo Query Language). Yahoo delivers geocoding results in JSON and XML and limits you to 2000 queries per day. [20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Yelp

Although Yelp isn’t a true geocoder, by using a combination of Yelp’s search API, plus scraping it’s website HTML, it includes geocoded information. Yelp returns results in XML and JSON and limits you to 10,000 requests per day. [21]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yelp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yelp</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Although Yelp isn’t a true geocoder, by using a combination of Yelp’s search API, plus scraping it’s website HTML, it includes geocoded information. Yelp returns results in XML and JSON and limits you to 10,000 requests per day. [21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Table of geocoding APIs

2.4 Backfill APIs

Backfilling is the consumption of LBE data. Generally backfilling involves querying an API with a coordinate and a fixed radius. The APIs return results that are contained within the geographic circle. The backfill APIs are listed in Figure 6.
Using the Facebook’s graph search API, we can pull user-created and brand-created Facebook place pages [22]. These pages represent locations in Facebook’s database.

Flickr is a photo hosting and sharing service. Flickr offers a public API that allows users to search for photos around geo-coordinates [23].

Google Places is the location based business listing service provider by Google. It has a public API that allows users to search for businesses around geo-coordinates. [24]

Instagram is a social media photo sharing service. They offer a public API that allows users to search for photos around a location. [25]

Twitter is a social media messaging service. They offer a public API that allows users to search for “tweets” around a location. [26]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backfill API</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Places</td>
<td>Using the Facebook’s graph search API, we can pull user-created and brand-created Facebook place pages [22]. These pages represent locations in Facebook’s database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr Photos</td>
<td>Flickr is a photo hosting and sharing service. Flickr offers a public API that allows users to search for photos around geo-coordinates [23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Places</td>
<td>Google Places is the location based business listing service provider by Google. It has a public API that allows users to search for businesses around geo-coordinates. [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Instagram is a social media photo sharing service. They offer a public API that allows users to search for photos around a location. [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Twitter is a social media messaging service. They offer a public API that allows users to search for “tweets” around a location. [26]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Table of Backfill APIs
Chapter 3 : Problem Formulation

The goals of this study are twofold; first to show the inaccuracies in common geocoding for a given data set and then determine if it is possible to improve the accuracy using LBE data gathered from social media providers for certain sets of locations.

3.1 Approaches to the Problem

It is trivial to take a single restaurant and figure out a lat/long. One could drive to the restaurant, park, take a GPS enabled smartphone to the front door or inside the building and determine the lat/long within about +/- 5 meters. But what about the food chain that has 15,000 locations worldwide and wants accurate coordinates for all of them? It may not be feasible for them to have someone use this technique to gather all this information.
Figure 7 identifies three possible approaches to the problem of gathering accurate coordinates at scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Go to each location, or have employees with a GPS device and determine the coordinates for each one.</td>
<td>Will get very accurate data.</td>
<td>Difficult to scale, coordinating the exercise over thousands of locations may be logistically difficult and expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Use a geocoding service</td>
<td>Very straightforward generation of coordinates from street address data. Highly scalable. Inexpensive.</td>
<td>No way to ensure accuracy or be confident about results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Use satellite imagery to determine coordinates of locations</td>
<td>Can be as accurate as the satellite images. Very scalable, satellite maps can be accessed online. Easier to ensure accuracy or coordinate.</td>
<td>Not all locations around the world have detailed satellite maps needed to gather accurate lat/longs. Locations that exist inside large buildings may be hard to find, especially in dense metropolitan areas. It is still a difficult process finding and making sure the location you are looking at is exactly the one you are looking for.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Possible approaches to bulk geo-coordinate acquisition
None of the approaches shown in Figure 7 is a perfect solution for the problem at hand. They each have problems ensuring both accuracy and efficiency at scale. Another possible approach would be to combine activities 2 and 3 from above. That is, when possible, use a geocoding service to find a coordinate for a location, then check and refine your coordinate using satellite maps. Some companies do exactly that. Businesses send a list of locations and use a combination of geocoding and satellite imagery to identify the correct coordinate for the business. This process is very accurate and somewhat scalable. However, it still requires a large amount of manual oversight, especially when the geocoders fail to find a match for the location and can be prone to human error.

3.2 Proposed Solution - PlayPin

To solve the problem of automatically generating accurate geo-coordinates at scale, I propose a solution that combines existing publicly available geocoding APIs along with LBE data gathered from various social-media providers. The assumptions that inspired this method are:

1. Using a combination of geocoders to generate an initial reference point is more accurate because it will help mitigate the inaccuracies of any single geocoder.
2. LBE around a location is extremely accurate because it comes directly from within or around the location itself.
3. A combination of 1 and 2 will generate a point that is more accurate than any single geocoder.

From these assumptions, the hypothesis tested is that using a method that combines geocoders and LBE to generate geo-coordinates will, on average, be more accurate relative to the GS coordinate than the coordinates generated from any of the geocoding providers used.
To test this, the software I have created allows the geographic data to be analyzed by using a custom developed algorithm. This algorithm detects spatial outliers in groups of geographic points, and aggregates spatially and contextually relevant LBE. The clustering and outlier detection uses a modified k-nearest neighbors algorithm. Using a clustering algorithm to analyze geographic point information is not a new technique; it can be a very effective method for outlier detection in groups of geographic coordinates [27]. However, the novelties of my proposed method are its application in the context of geocoded data and the processing of contextually relevant LBE data.

At this point it is helpful to review the process of the geocoding providers. Figure 8 shows how address data is processed by a traditional geocoding service such as Google Maps.

![Figure 8. Traditional Geocoding](image)

The address data is used as an input to the geocoding service, which in turn outputs a latitude and longitude (See Appendix A). The error is then calculated based on the distance from the generated point to the GS coordinate for the location.

As I will show in Section 5.4.3, this solution of using traditional geocoding providers can be prone to error, especially when searching for coordinates with accuracy within 50m of the GS location. Although most geocoding providers use proprietary algorithms, this research can still make improvements in the accuracy of geocoding.
To do so, my solution takes advantage of many geocoding providers and a large range of location-based data that is publicly available to generate very accurate coordinates. Figure 9 shows an alternate way to process address data.

![Figure 9. PlayPin approach to geocoding](image)

The system I developed uses multi-step, aggregated approach to geocoding:

1. Use a small set of training data to determine the errors of the traditional geocoding providers and subsequently generate weights that represent the accuracy of each provider.
2. For each location in the working set of data, merge and process the results from various geocoding providers to generate an approximate coordinate based on the weights from training. (See Appendix A for more details)
3. The generated coordinate is used to gather location based engagement (LBE) data, which is the processed again to generate a final approximate coordinate.
The experiment described in the following chapters will show that this process improves accuracy of the resulting geo-coordinates compared to standard geocoding providers for a set of sample location data.
Chapter 4: Technical details of the work

4.1 Overview

The software under development, PlayPin, allows a user to geocode and analyze structured location data and generate new coordinates. By analyzing the accuracy of various geocoding providers, we can craft a model for more accurate estimation of new coordinates.

To determine if this system can meet the goal of generating more accurate coordinates, we need to define a metric to measure against. The metric used to evaluate the system-generated coordinates against those from various geocoding providers is the distance to the Gold Standard (GS) coordinate. That is, if we have a GS coordinate C, and a certain geocoder gives us a coordinate A, then the distance from A to C will be the metric we use to rank that geocoder against others. There are two important assumptions here that we need to address for this to work.

1. A GS coordinate exists for each location.
2. A large sample of locations will provide a more accurate average measurement.

In this study, we have access to a large set of location data that includes both address and a GS coordinate for each address.

4.2 Use Cases

PlayPin appeals to any user or organization that wishes to analyze structured location based data. I have identified several of the potential users here:
4.2.1 Marketers/Managers for Stores with Physical Locations

The main goal of the marketing manager is to increase business for clients. Discoverability on the Internet should be a major concern for all businesses these days. If their customers search for their locations on the Internet and are directed to inaccurate locations, this could cause bad sentiment towards the brand. Section 1.1 discusses a whole layer in the anatomy of a location which is the digital representation of that location. If that location isn’t accurate, the user misses out on engaging with that digital location.

In this case the marketers can upload a list of their client’s locations, perform the geocoding on various providers and view the results. PlayPin can give them a detailed analysis of how well each geocoder performs for their locations as well as give them an accurate estimate of each locations coordinates.

4.2.2 Researchers

PlayPin offers an interesting platform for research. It was designed to be very flexible in its approach to the collection and processing of this data. This could be valuable to researchers who are interested in processing geo-spatial data. For instance, PlayPin uses a fairly straightforward heuristic for its estimations; however, there are countless variations that could be developed that might outperform it.

4.2.3 Geocoding Providers

Geocoding providers such as Google and Bing might be interested in a platform like PlayPin to compare the results of their geocoders to others. Using PlayPin like this could help the providers improve their own internal algorithms and generate more accurate geo-coordinates.
4.3 Functional Requirements

PlayPin is a powerful system that is both an experimental platform and a turnkey solution. Although parts of the workflow are automated, each step allows for user configuration and tweaking. The functional requirements for PlayPin are listed below.

**Account Creation**

An account is simply a named group of locations that have some similarity or relationship. All the locations of an account will have a relationship to each other. For instance, a sample account could be “High Schools” or “Gas Stations”. Segregating locations by accounts allows us to aggregate the analysis around certain types of locations. PlayPin also allows for some account-level keywords to be designated. If locations are all Best Buy stores, a keyword could simply be “Best Buy”. These keywords allow us to filter LBE not only by proximity but also by context.

**Import Location Data**

A proper analysis of the problem space requires a large test set of locations. Therefore, one of the requirements for PlayPin is the ability to import large address datasets. Initially, the system will be able to handle formatted texts in the form of CSV or Excel files.

**Geocode Data**

When possible this system uses publicly accessible geographic data, one of these data sources will be public geocoding APIs. PlayPin therefore must be able to request geocoding data from public APIs and store this data in the database. This will need to be accomplished within a reasonable time frame and will need to be able to handle thousands of location requests.

**Processing and Viewing Geocoded Data**

PlayPin will collect coordinates returned from geocoding services and measure the distance from each to a corresponding reference point. The system should be able to calculate these distances accurately. A user-option to drill-down to specific locations and view summary data will be provided.
Analysis of Geocoded Data

PlayPin will be able to take all the data that has been imported and processed from the APIs and run summary statistics on it. Statistics should be available on an account level and a location-by-location level. An important way to analyze this data will be to see how well each geocoder performs by looking at the distances from a given reference point. PlayPin will do this through an interactive histogram. This interface allows users to define the distance of hits and misses, and specify which locations are included in the histogram.

Gather LBE data around a point

Once coordinates are estimated from the collected geocoding data, PlayPin will be able to make requests for LBE data around this point. The system will use public social media APIs to request data based on a certain radius around the point. These LBE data points will be able to be filtered by spatial and contextual relevancy.

Estimate Coordinates

The goal of PlayPin is to estimate an accurate coordinate using the acquired geocoded data. The system will be able to calculate this point using a variety of methods that can then in turn be analyzed for effectiveness.

4.4 Systems Implementation

4.4.1 Languages

Server-side development of PlayPin relies on the Ruby programming language. Ruby was chosen mainly for its robust set of 3rd party libraries (called Gems) and its ease of use. Ruby has an enormous developer network with thousands of open source options. In addition, there are already numerous libraries for interacting with geocoding and social media APIs as well as a robust library for handling geo-spatial data. Ruby coupled with the Rails framework allowed me to rapidly scaffold up this application in a short amount of time.
The front end was constructed using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. HTML5 and CSS3 provide the ability to create user-friendly interactive elements quickly.

4.4.2 Databases

One of the key decisions to be made in the implementation was the choice of database. Since there is the potential for hundreds of megabytes worth of geo-location and social media data to be collected and analyzed, it is essential to find a solution that can handle such loads efficiently.

**PostGIS**

My choice of database was a special flavor of Postgres SQL called PostGIS. Postgres SQL is an open-source, relational database management system that is known for robust feature set and customization capabilities [28]. PostGIS adds additional geo-spatial data types along with many geo-spatial functions that are particularly helpful for my application [29]. Specifically, PostGIS offers a “point” data type that stores lat/long information. The database also offers distance calculations, spatial re-projections and analytical functionality.

**Redis**

Redis is known to be a fast key-value store. In the scope of this project we are using Redis as the local storage of our Sidekiq worker queues (Section 4.4.4).

4.4.3 Puma Server

PlayPin uses the Puma web-server to serve the Ruby on Rails application. Unlike other Ruby webservers, Puma was built for speed and parallelism. Puma is a small library that provides a very fast and concurrent HTTP 1.1 server for Ruby web applications.[30]

4.4.4 Frameworks and Libraries

Ruby was chosen as the main language to implement this project partly because of its large collection of open source frameworks and libraries.
Ruby on Rails

Where Ruby is the language, Rails is the framework that provides a rapid prototype environment and full web application stack [31]. It uses a Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm working in conjunction with a webserver such as Apache or Puma. Rails also offers a database object-relational mapping feature called Active Record, which simplifies the access and manipulation of database records.

Gems

Gems are a way to package various libraries for Ruby.

RGeo Gem

RGeo is a ruby toolkit for manipulating geo-spatial data. The most useful features for my project are the distance calculations and projection mappings.

Roo Gem

Roo implements read access for all spreadsheet types and read/write access for Google spreadsheets.

Sidekiq Gem

Sidekiq is a full-featured background-processing framework for Ruby. PlayPin uses Sidekiq to offload API calls and complex calculations into background tasks for efficient processing. It also offers a web-based dashboard for management of worker threads.

RubyFish Gem

Rubyfish can do approximate and phonetic matching of strings. PlayPin uses it to process and filter search results based on contextual keywords.

GoogleMaps for Rails Gem

Google maps interface for Rails.

Hierclust Gem
Hierclust is a simple hierarchical clustering library for spatial data.

**Nokogiri Gem**

Nokogiri is an HTML, XML, SAX, and Reader parser.

**OmniAuth Gem**

OmniAuth is a library that standardizes multi-provider authentication for web applications.

**HTML/JS/CSS Frameworks**

PlayPin is an interactive application and uses several UI libraries. The system uses a web server which serves HTML to the user. To capture and respond to user events we need to use JavaScript. To provide a pleasing graphical interface, we use CSS to control things like styling, fonts, colors and layout of the elements on the screen. The following libraries and frameworks enable user interaction and styling by extending native JavaScript and CSS functionality.

**jQuery**

jQuery is a fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library. It makes things like HTML document traversal and manipulation, event handling, animation, and AJAX much simpler with an easy-to-use API that works across a multitude of browsers. All the user interaction of PlayPin uses jQuery to capture and process events. [32]

**Backbone**

Backbone.js gives structure to web applications by providing models with key-value binding and custom events, collections with a rich API of enumerable functions, views with declarative event handling, and connects it all to your existing API over a RESTful JSON interface. [33]

**Highcharts**
Highcharts is a charting library written in pure JavaScript. PlayPin utilizes this in its analytics interface. [34]

**Twitter Bootstrap**

Bootstrap is a sleek, intuitive, and powerful front-end framework for faster and easier web development. All the UI web elements in PlayPin are styled with Twitter Bootstrap styles. [35]
4.5 Architectural Overview

The system architecture, illustrated in Figure 10, is based around the Ruby on Rails stack. Rails provides the tools to connect with the databases and serve up a web application rendered using HTML and CSS. To consume and process huge amounts of data, a "worker" system is used to offload expensive computations.

Figure 10. Systems Diagram
4.5.1 Ruby on Rails

**Sidekiq**

API requests to various providers are handled using a RESTful interface. Since communication with APIs using REST can suffer from performance issues and errors, the process of making and responding to API requests is done using Sidekiq workers. This worker paradigm allows a single process to be spawned, run and retried if necessary. Since public API calls can fail for unforeseen reasons, it is important that processes handling them be robust and fault tolerant. If a single worker process fails it can be put to sleep for a set amount of time and retried in the future. This is especially helpful when APIs rate limit the amount of calls that can be made in a given time frame. Sidekiq also handles the processing of data resulting from these API calls. In addition to handling API requests, there are also Sidekiq workers to calculate distances between points, generate statistics from results, and process imported files. These are explored in more detail in Section 4.5.4.

**Active Record**

The Object Relational Mapper (ORM) provides a useful layer of abstraction on top of the database. This allows for more compact Ruby code, which is then translated into SQL queries. Ruby on Rails uses an ORM implementation called Active Record that represents database tables as classes.

**View Rendering**

The view rendering done by rails is responsible for presenting the data to the user in a readable format. This involves rendering and serving HTML pages that the user can interact with.

4.5.2 Model Classes

Active record exposes model classes that map directly to the database tables. This allows the software to seamlessly communicate with the underlying database without writing any SQL code. A diagram of these tables is shown in Figure 11.
Account
An account is the top-level object in the database. It binds together locations and venues. It also stores keyword metadata that is used by the workers.

Location
The location class stores address data for each location and optionally the GS coordinate data.

Venue
The venue class provides a wrapper for lat/long information generated from the workers. For each geocoding and backfill worker there is a corresponding venue object.
Venue Weights

These are the weights generated from the training data. For each geocoding provider or LBE provider there is an associated weight. For example, venues geocoded from Google Maps have a certain weight that is stored in this table.

Token

Tokens are the “passwords” that allow a user or program to interface with remote APIs. Since PlayPin communicates with many different APIs the management of these tokens is necessary.

4.5.3 Sidekiq

Sidekiq is the background-processing framework that PlayPin uses for most of its calculations and API processing.
Sidekiq includes a dashboard and control interface where the status of the workers can be viewed. It also allows individual workers to be retried and inspected. Figure 12 shows the Sidekiq control panel. The graphs represent how many workers are currently processing data over time. Each task the workers process can have different states including processed, failed, busy, enqueued and scheduled as seen in the top menu on the figure. When workers fail to process a task, the task can be retried a certain number of times. This is very important when the tasks include querying data from remote APIs. Often these requests can fail due to unpredictable factors such as network errors, server problems, and rate limits. Having the ability for the workers to automatically retry these failed tasks leads to a very robust processing system.
4.5.4 Sidekiq Workers

The Sidekiq workers are a core component of the system. They are responsible for all the asynchronous API calls and data processing. When dealing with processes that are error prone, such as making remote API requests, it is helpful to have an architecture that is robust enough to handle things like networks errors and API rate limiting. Sidekiq provides a means to allow failed tasks like API calls to be automatically retried a certain number of times. In addition, it provides a graphical interface that allows the user to monitor the status of all the data processing. When processes fail, Sidekiq allows you to interrogate the specific inputs and outputs around the process. For example, we have workers that handle only geocoding tasks. This involves taking address data and making a remote API request. If any of these tasks fail, Sidekiq will log both the input data and the failed results of the request for further inspection.
### Sidekiq Worker

**Description**

This is the base class for all workers.

### GenericWorker

**Description**

It is responsible for parsing CSV and Excel files and importing locations into each account.

### LocationImportWorker

**Description**

This is the base geocoding class that contains functions shared by all inheriting classes. It has shared logic to retry failed API calls after a certain amount of time. In addition, it will intelligently batch certain geocoding calls as needed to save on computational and network resources.

### BingGeocodeWorker

**Description**

This worker processes geocoding using the Bing Search API.

### GeocodeUsWorker

**Description**

This worker processes geocoding using the geocode.us API.

### GoogleGeocodeWorker

**Description**

This worker processes geocoding using the Google Maps API.

### MapQuestGeocodeWorker

**Description**

This worker processes geocoding using the MapQuest API.

### YahooYqlGeocodeWorker

**Description**

This worker processes geocoding using Yahoo YQL Geocoder API.

### YelpSearchWorker

**Description**

This worker processes geocoding using a combination of Yelp API and screen scraping. Screen scraping is done with the Nokogiri Gem to retrieve actual lat/long results from Yelp venues.

### BackfillWorker

**Description**

The backfill worker is the abstract class that contains shared functionality for all backfill workers. All backfill workers take at minimum a geo-coordinate to search for LBE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FacebookLocationWorker</td>
<td>Search for Facebook place pages using the Facebook Graph Search API.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlickrPhotoWorker</td>
<td>Searches for Flickr photos around a location, processes keyword matches on photo meta data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GooglePlacesWorker</td>
<td>Searches for Google Places around a coordinate using the Google Place Page API.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InstagramPhotoWorker</td>
<td>Searches for photos around a coordinate using the Instagram search API. Optionally filters photos using keywords.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TwitterTweetWorker</td>
<td>Searches for tweets containing keywords around a location using the Twitter search API.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VenueRecalcWorker</td>
<td>This processing worker recalculates the distance between two venues. It becomes useful when analyzing various distances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CentroidWorker</td>
<td>This processing worker calculates a centroid, and optionally a weighted centroid for a location. It takes any number of venues and weights as parameters. It uses a heuristic along with a modified nearest neighbor algorithm to exclude outliers from the centroid processing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Table of Sidekiq Workers
4.5.5 Helpers

Helpers are various utilities that perform specific tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helper</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outlier Detection</td>
<td>Used in conjunction with the CentroidWorker, this helper class uses clustering algorithm to detect outliers in a set of venues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator Projection</td>
<td>This helper function allows us to project a lat/long coordinate to the Mercator projection. This enables us to use Cartesian distance calculations that are much faster than spherical calculations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centroid Calculation</td>
<td>Uses the outlier detection along with the heuristic described in section 6.3 to find a cluster of venues, of which the centroid is calculated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14. Table of Helper Utilities
Chapter 5: Experiments

5.1 Experimental Steps Overview

The primary goal of this project is to generate accurate geo-coordinates at scale given structured location address data. To do this, several preliminary steps must be completed within PlayPin.

1. Create an account on PlayPin that will be used to associate the location data and relevant keywords relating to locations themselves.
2. The list of location addresses is imported into the database and converted into a standardized format.
3. Each location’s data is processed through various public geocoding APIs.
4. Clustering techniques are used to exclude outlier data and find the weighted centroid of the reduced point set.
5. With this centroid Backfilling is used to query public social media APIs to find relevant and spatially constrained location based engagement around the centroid.
6. Using this new and relevant set of points, the points are again clustered into a more spatially constrained set and the weighted centroid is generated.
7. The resulting output is the final point estimation.
8. The generated points for all locations are compared to the various geocoding APIs and to the true, GS geo-coordinates.
9. These comparisons will ultimately determine if the system-generated coordinates are more accurate than any of the individual geocoders used.
5.2 Data Set

The data set we are using for our experiment is a list of 769 Outback Steakhouses and 3,518 Sonic Drive Through locations representing a total set of 4,287 locations. The addresses were gathered from publicly available address data. A sample row of location data looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>address</th>
<th>locality</th>
<th>region</th>
<th>postcode</th>
<th>country</th>
<th>latitude</th>
<th>longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outback Steakhouse</td>
<td>101 W. 34th</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>AK</td>
<td>99503</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>61.1895</td>
<td>-149.883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15. Sample Location Data

Figure 15 shows a sample of location data which includes a location name, street address, city, state, zip code and country. In addition, we have the latitude and longitude. This coordinate is the Gold Standard (GS) coordinate, which will be used to measure the accuracy of the system. It is important to note that this coordinate will only be used to evaluate the accuracy of PlayPin.

5.3 Account creation and data import

For each set of data, we create an account record to hold relevant metadata and to be able to analyze each set independently. This is done through the account creation screen. Here we can add an identifying ID, account name and relevant keywords that will help filter the LBE data.
Following the account creation, we upload the structured data into the system so that it can be copied into the local database.
Using the Import Locations interface, we can upload a structured location data file in CSV or MS Excel format. The file will be processed and the locations will be imported into the database.
Overall, searches using multiple providers are not very precise. That is, the results for each location can vary substantially. On average, though, over many locations, certain geocode providers tend to be more accurate than others. Using the results of the geocoding of training data we can calculate a weight for each provider based upon its overall accuracy. The weighting function is this:

$$\omega = \frac{\#\text{location hits}}{\#\text{locations}}$$

These weights are calculated and stored in the database for each of the providers that we gathered geocoding data from.

5.4 Training and Generation of Weights

Figure 18. List of locations in PlayPin
5.4.1 Training Data Geocoding

To seed this data, we first take a small subset of location data and process it to generate weights. The first step is to geocode the subset with all the available providers. For this experiment, we will use the Outback dataset as the “training” set in order to generate these weights. It is important to note, that for all locations we have a corresponding GS geo-coordinate to measure distance against.

![Google Geocode Job Interface](image)

Figure 19. Google Geocode Job Interface
Figure 19 shows the interface to run the various geocoding jobs. Each geocoding provider expects different types of parameters in their API requests and this interface allows you to customize the parameters that are sent. For the purposes of training, we will run all the geocode provider jobs against the Outback Steakhouse location data.

### 5.4.2 Distance Calculations

Once we have a full set of geocoded points, we can process the weights for each geocode provider. This involves first calculating the distance from the GS coordinate (shown in the Figure 20 as “Placematched Center”) to the geocoded point.

![Distance Calculation Job Interface](image)

Figure 20. Distance Calculation Job Interface
There is a separate job to calculate and store the distance of all venues around a specified point. We will always use the GS coordinate when possible. When this job finishes, we will have a set of data that includes the distances of all the geocoded points to the GS coordinate.

5.4.3 Weight Processing

We can now calculate the weights. The weight of a geocode provider is the ratio of location hits, to the total locations queried. For the purposes of this experiment we are considering the set of “hits” to be the coordinates that fall within 50m of the GS coordinate and “misses” to be the coordinates that fall outside 50m distance to the GS coordinate or coordinates that don’t have any resulting data after geocoding.
We use the Update Weights job in PlayPin to process these weights using a distance cutoff of 50m.
Figure 22 shows us the percentage of location hits from each geocoder processed from the training data. These values directly correspond to the weight of each geocoder and will be stored in the database to be later used in the experiment.

5.5 Coordinate Estimation

Once the weights have been established on the training data, we can set up the accounts and locations in a similar matter for the experimental set of data, which will include an additional 3,518 Sonic Drive Through locations. The following diagrams detail the experimental steps by visualizing a single location’s geocoding and LBE data as it flows through PlayPin:
1. Figure 23 illustrates the results of querying the geocoding providers for geocoordinates for each location. We use a similar process described in Section 5.4.1 for geocoding the locations. Figure 24 shows a zoomed in view of the cluster on the left. *Note the dispersal of coordinates and the outliers:

Figure 23. A view of geocoding query results for a sample location

Figure 24. A zoomed in view of the bottom left cluster from Figure 23
2. Use the Calculate Centroid job shown in Figure 25 to generate a weighted centroid. This process uses a clustering algorithm to exclude outliers and generate a weighted centroid from the resulting set. In Figure 26 we can see the clustered points that contribute to the centroid as the points of the green triangle and the centroid in the middle. The yellow star represents the GS coordinate.
Figure 25. Centroid Calculation Interface
Figure 26. Weighted centroid in middle of cluster represented by green hexagon.

3. Use the Backfill Job shown in Figure 27 to backfill location based engagement (LBE) data around the weighted centroid. Note the spatial and contextual relevancy of the highlighted LBE data shown in Figure 28.
Figure 27. Location Based Engagement Backfill Interface
Figure 28. Contextually and proximally relevant LBE around a location

4. At this point we once again run the centroid calculation but this time using the LBE data. In Figure 29 the points on the pink polygon represent the clustered LBE points contributing to the new centroid.

Figure 29. Backfill centroid and its cluster represented by pink hexagon.
5. In Figure 30 note the proximity of the backfill centroid versus the weighted centroid to the GS coordinate denoted by the yellow star.

Figure 30. Comparison of backfill & weighted centroids
Chapter 6 : Experiment & Analysis of Results

Now that the experimental steps have been outlined, we can now cover the actual experiment and analysis of the results.

6.1 Geocoding processing

To recap, geocoding is the process of converting street address data (street, city, zip, state) into geo-coordinate data. The first step of the experiment is to query various geocoders with the address data we have imported. A sample Google Maps API query is shown in Figure 31, with the result shown in Figure 32.
In the case of the above API query to Google Maps, we make an HTTP request to the Google Maps API using the above URL, and include a parameter for the address we are searching. In this case, it is “1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA”. A successful request will yield a response encoded in JSON format. The response will include a field for “location” which will contain the geocoded latitude and longitude data.

Using the robust worker architecture of PlayPin we can run thousands of these queries asynchronously on many different geocoding providers. When rate limits occur on the various providers, PlayPin will automatically wait and try the API requests when the limits have been lifted.
For this experiment, we will run queries using the following providers:

- Google
- Yelp
- Yahoo
- Bing
- MapQuest
- Geocode.us

The geocoding process involves querying each of the different APIs with a request for an address, extracting the latitude and longitude data (if found), and then storing the resulting coordinates in a common data structure. Once the geocoding is finished we can plot the results on a map and explore them on a per-location basis:
Figure 33. Results from geocoding a single location

In Figure 33 we can see where the various geocoding providers including Yahoo, Bing, MapQuest, Yelp and Geocoder.us think the location is. The star represents the GS coordinate.
6.2 Geocoding Results

For each location, we have made at least six requests to the remote APIs for data, resulting in about 25,000 total API calls. By comparing the gathered geocoding data with our Gold Standard data, we can calculate some initial results. The methodology here is to find a way of classifying a positive result versus a negative result. For the purposes of this project we assume that any coordinate within 50 meters of the actual location will be classified as a positive result and any coordinate outside of 50 meters, or a failure to return any result will be classified as a negative result. To recap, we will refer to the locations that fall within 50m as the set of “hits” and those that fall outside or fail to have a value as the set of “misses”. When we analyze the output from the geocoders in a histogram, we are presented with this:
As we can see above, for our experiment Bing was the most successful geocoder with 2,617 hits and Geocode.us as the worst performer with just under 400. This shows that Bing, as the top-performing geocoder, was only able to generate a “hit” about 60% of the time. In other words, if you used Bing to direct you to the any of the locations tested, it would only get you to within 50m about 60% of the time.
6.3 Clustering and Centroid Estimation First Pass

To increase the accuracy of a point estimate based on the centroid of the geocoded points we can exclude outlier points from the set using clustering techniques. The technique used here is a modification of the k-nearest neighbors algorithm (See Appendix C for details). We use this to classify a grouping of points that are close to one another referred to as a cluster.

For the purposes of this project we wish to divide the points into two classes, points contributing to the cluster and outliers. The metric we use to compare the points is the linear distance between them.

To use the clustering algorithm, we must define two values, first is the class membership function and second is the value of $k$. The class membership function is defined as

$$\mathcal{C}(X) = d(X) < Y$$

where $d(X)$ is the linear distance from point $X$ to its $k^{th}$ nearest neighbor and $Y$ is some distance in meters. Through repeated simulation, I have found $k = 2$ and $Y = 50m$ produce acceptable results. In the case where a cluster cannot be found, a heuristic ensures that a set is generated:

1. If a suitable cluster is not found, increase $Y$ by a fixed amount and try again
2. If $Y$ exceeds some value $Z$, then $k = k - 1$, reset $Y$ to original value
3. If $k = 1$ then add the top weighted geocoded point to the set and return
The heuristic ensures a set because if a suitable cluster cannot be found, the top weighted point is always selected as the set. In Figure 35 we can see the results of a geocoding pass where there is a clear outlier in the set. After running the clustering algorithm, we will be left with a reduced set that will be used in centroid calculation.

6.3.1 Centroid Calculation

To estimate a point using our set we use a centroid $C$, which is the geometric center of the region formed with our points. It is defined as

$$ x \in X \quad C = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i}{n} $$

Figure 36. Centroid Equation
The centroid calculation involves summing all the points in $X$ and dividing by the number of points. In Section 2.1 we discuss the distance calculations between points on earth, Figure 36 defines a simple geometric mean of the points and will not work correctly when working with the spherical latitude and longitude points. To efficiently find the centroid of the geo-coordinates in close proximity, we can project the spherical coordinates onto a plane using the Mercator projection, find the centroid of the projected points, and finally project them back into spherical coordinates. We will refer to this calculated value as the Generic Centroid.

In addition to calculating the centroid we will also calculate a Weighted Centroid with the weights we generated in training. The weighted centroid is defined in Figure 37.

$$x \in X \quad C = \frac{\sum_{1}^{n} \omega_{i} x_{i}}{\sum_{1}^{n} \omega_{i}}$$

Figure 37. Weighted Centroid Equation

The weighted centroid is defined as the sum of the product of a provider weight and a provider point divided by the sum of all the provider weights.
Figure 38 shows a set of geocoded points and the convex hull that surrounds them. We can see the generic centroid represented by the orange hexagon and the GS location represented by the yellow star. From a visual standpoint, it appears that the generated centroid is closer than any of the individual provider geocoded points.

6.3.2 Centroid Results

For each location, we used the clustering algorithm (Appendix C) to reduce the point set thus excluding outliers. Using this constrained point set we calculated both the generic centroid and weighted centroid of each set of points.
We can see that the generated centroids overall fall within 50 meters of the GS location more often than any other provider, just slightly edging out Bing in terms of accuracy. The weighted centroid performs just slightly better than the generic centroid.

### 6.4 Backfilling

Backfilling is the process of gathering Location Based Engagement around a point. An example of a backfill would be gathering all the photos taken within 500 meters of a geocoordinate. Using the search APIs from various social media providers, we can conduct these types of queries.
Figure 40. A Tweet that happened in proximity to an Outback Steakhouse.
The idea behind backfilling is that relevant social media data can be useful in determining location. There are two factors that contribute to the relevancy of a piece of social media. First is the proximity to the location and second is the inclusion of keywords associated with the social media metadata. To address the first factor, we only gather data that falls within a specified radius around the location. The second factor is addressed by analyzing keywords contained within the social media activity. For this experiment, I use a radius of 250 meters as the cutoff for proximity of a social media action. Classification for contextual relevancy of the keywords differs for each provider as follows:

- Twitter: tweet must contain one of the specified keywords
- Facebook Location: Location’s name must match Facebook location name
- Flickr Photo: keywords are used as a search parameter
- Google Place: Location name is used as search parameter
- Instagram photo: Photo comments must contain at least one keyword

I have developed a heuristic to gather and process the backfill data for each location.

1. Use the weighted centroid as the point around which the search is conducted. If the weighted centroid is not available, use the next best point determined by the previously calculated weight. In other words, if the weighted centroid is not present, use the point returned by Bing, if Bing is not available use Google.
2. Query each of the social media providers for data around the point.
3. Classify each piece of social media data as spatially relevant. That is, filter out the LBE that is further than 250m from our search point.
4. Classify each piece of social media data as contextually relevant by using keyword matching.
5. Create a set of relevant data that meet both classifications

After each location is processed with the above heuristic we will have a set of relevant social media data, each with a geo-coordinate that will be used for a second pass estimation. Like the geocoded data, we can generate weights for each provider based on our weighting formula.
6.4.1 Backfill Results

Figure 41. Histogram of hits vs. misses of backfill results

Figure 41 illustrates that the points produced by the backfills don’t seem to perform very well. But it is notable that not every location has each type of LBE, some may have only tweets and some may have only photos.

6.5 Clustering and Centroid Estimation Second Pass

The clustering and centroid calculation happen in a similar manner as with the geocoded points, however, this pass will only include the points within the set of relevant LBE data and we will use a smaller $Y$, $Y = 10m$ for our clustering algorithm to provide a tighter spatial constraint for the resulting set.

To ensure a set generation for the second pass we use the following heuristic:
1. If a suitable cluster is not found, increase $Y$ by a fixed amount and try again
2. If $Y$ exceeds some value $Z$, then $k = k - 1$, reset $Y$ to original value and try again
3. If $k = 1$ then add the value of the geocoded centroid to the set

We will refer to this as the Backfill Centroid as the centroid generated from the LBE data.

![Histogram of hits vs. misses of backfill centroid results](image)

Figure 42. Histogram of hits vs. misses of backfill centroid results

We see that the backfill centroid has more hits than any other centroid or any other single geocoding provider. In fact, the backfill centroid includes approximately 50% more points within 50m than the next best geocoding provider Bing and represents a significant improvement over the weighted centroid.
Figure 42 gives a good validation of the second pass using LBE data and of the process of estimation. There is a significant improvement in accuracy when compared to all the other methods.

6.6 Experimental Discussion

Figure 42 shows us that PlayPin has produced a hit rate of 80% within 50m and the best geocoder, Bing, achieves a 60% hit rate on the same data. The main reason that this system works so well is that it can collect a large amount of candidate coordinates that are within close proximity to the GS coordinate. By using multiple geocoders, and prior knowledge from the training set of data, we can generate an aggregate point on the first pass.

It is important to make a distinction in the types of locations that this process works for. Like all the geocoders tested, this process only works for locations with an address, and as some of the geocoders I used restrict those addresses to the United States. The second pass that integrates the LBE data would only work well for locations that have contextually relevant LBE data around them. That is, locations where people are engaging with social media and adding contextual clues to their content. A good example of this is restaurants where people sitting in the restaurant are taking pictures of their food or tweeting about where they are.

The PlayPin estimation process would work much better for say a Starbucks then someone’s home because a private residence gets much less contextually relevant LBE than a Starbucks. Large brands could potentially use this process of estimation to validate or generate accurate geo-coordinates for all their locations in an automated fashion. Rather than manually determining the exact latitude and longitude for each of their locations, they could simply run PlayPin and get very good results.
Although the results of my experiments showed clear improvement over other geocoding providers, there are still a substantial percentage of locations that were not accurately estimated. From my investigation, it seems that the problem with some of these locations, wasn’t due to the process, but rather it was due to bad data. Going back through the locations that were not geocoded I discovered that several were either improperly formatted or referenced locations didn’t exist. Unfortunately, there is nothing my current process of estimation can do to improve the accuracy of these types of addresses. I have found services on the Internet that claim to “clean” address data, that is, they take improperly formatted address data and attempt to format it correctly [36]. Using a service like this prior to loading the structured location data in PlayPin could improve the results of the geocoding.
Chapter 7: Conclusions

As a result of my experimentation I have concluded that the geocoding providers that were tested have significant problems with inaccuracies. The best geocoder, Bing, was successful in producing a coordinate within 50m in only 60% of the locations tested. The worst geocoder, Geocode.us, had a hit rate of only 9%. The source of this problem can be attributed to bad data coming from the providers themselves. In the context of physical stores and brands that have retail locations, these geocoding inaccuracies can have disastrous consequences.

For the locations used in this study, I have demonstrated that it is possible to generate more accurate latitude and longitude estimates by using the method I developed. I have shown that by taking the results from a variety of geocoding providers and using a weighted average of these results, overall we get more accurate results than any individual provider of data. The main reason this works is that the algorithm used separates any outlying geographic points from the cluster that is interrogated. This minimizes the error contribution from any individual provider of data. Furthermore, we can get even more accurate results if we consider the Location Based Engagement (LBE) data around the estimated point. LBE data works well because we can filter it by its context and proximity. In other words, we can get data that originates from or close to the location we are looking for. Overall, using the two-pass process for geocoding we can get very accurate results. On the experimental set of data, the system achieved approximately 80% of hits within 50m versus the best geocoder Bing with about 60% of hits.
Within the bounds of this experiment, PlayPin has achieved its goal of generating accurate geo-coordinates from structured location data. Although I haven’t found any other studies that employ this exact methodology, I did come across a social media company called Foursquare that is using social media data to help define location boundaries. Their system, Quattroshapes, is based on social data called Foursquare checkins and Flickr Photos [37].
Chapter 8 : Future Work

During the development of PlayPin and after running the experiment, I discovered quite a few areas of improvement. Improvements are divided into three main areas discussed in detail below.

8.1 Usability

One of the major problems with PlayPin as useable software is that there is a very specific set of steps that needs to be followed to get optimal results. This process of loading the data and initiating all the steps required to generate coordinates is a bit cumbersome for new users. If the program itself were ever to be adopted as a tool for location estimation, it might be helpful to automate the entire process. Currently there are many options to be filled in and switches to be flipped before any meaningful data can be collected. If this point generation process could be automated into a simpler process for the user, it would make the system much easier to use overall. Currently a sample workflow as it stands would be this:

1. Create new account
2. Upload locations
3. Run Geocoding jobs for all providers
4. Run first-pass Centroid calculation
5. Run job to reset the center of each location to generated centroid
6. Run Location Based Engagement backfills
7. Run job to reset the center of each location to backfill centroid
8. Export data

And improved workflow could be boiled down to three core steps
1. Create new account with location upload
2. Set job parameters and run all jobs sequentially and automatically
3. Export Data

8.2 Foundational

There are many pieces of PlayPin that could benefit from more research. For instance, one of the main parts of the process is the clustering algorithm. A more advanced heuristic may increase the accuracy of the system. It may also be possible to determine optimal parameters for both the clustering algorithm and the weights of each provider. Currently, only the overall accuracy of each provider is used for weighting. However, there may be a more optimal approach. In addition, maybe the exclusion of the low weighted geocoding providers, like Geocode.us, or LBE providers would yield better results. One approach might be to run many simulations to generate better parameters for the clustering process. In Appendix C we discuss the algorithm and describe the two parameters \( k \) and \( Y \). The value of these parameters for the experiment was chosen empirically and somewhat arbitrarily after a few runs to see what yielded the best results. However, if we were able to run many more simulations with different parameter values, it might be possible to ultimately derive new values that yield more accurate coordinates.

Outside of modifications to the clustering algorithm, improvements in the quality of structured address data could also improve the accuracy of the resulting coordinates. Available online services could “clean up” improperly formatted addresses and wrong addresses. It may also be possible to clean up the data with one of these services prior to loading it in PlayPin to get better results. I suspect that if the initial seed data of addresses were all formatted correctly and referenced actual places then we would see even better results.
8.3 Additions

There are a few useful additions to PlayPin scheduled for future development. One is the ability to generate seed location data automatically. For instance, for large retail chains, rather than assemble a list of addresses of all locations and compile that data into a formatted set, it would be helpful just to have a service automatically do it. It may be possible to use online providers to search for all the addresses of a brand's stores and processes these automatically. This would save time and be much more efficient than having to compile and export a list of locations. Another possible addition would be the ability to use the resulting coordinate estimations to correct the inaccuracies of online providers. The thought being if PlayPin can generate accurate geo-coordinates, then we should notify Google, Bing and others of the new and more accurate points rather than allowing them to drive customers to wrong addresses. This could be accomplished through API calls that push the new location data to their servers.
Appendix A

The PlayPin Geocoding Process

This appendix describes the steps of the PlayPin geocoding process from start to finish.

Training

Training the system needs to be done only once on a small set of addresses. The weights generated from the training data can then be used on any future processing of subsequent data sets.

1. Load Training Data

A CSV (comma separated list) or MS Excel file is loaded into the system. This list must contain structured address data.

2. Initial Training Geocoding

After the loading of address data, the generation of these coordinates will consist of two similar phases. The initial phase involves querying various geocoding providers for each address and acquiring the geo-coordinate. In other words, for each physical address we will gather a set of geo-coordinates. For each result of the training data, we determine its error, the distance from the geocoding result to the GS coordinate.

3. Weight Generation

The errors measured in training are then averaged and used to generate a weight for each geocoding provider. This weight is a representation of the overall accuracy of each provider.

Point Estimation

87
These steps involve geocoding the working set of data and generating the final point estimation.

1. Load Working Address Data

A CSV (comma separated list) or MS Excel file is loaded into the system. This list must contain structured address data. This will be a different set of data than the training data.

2. Initial Geocoding

After the loading of address data, the generation of these coordinates will consist of two similar phases. The initial phase involves querying various geocoding providers for each address and acquiring the geo-coordinate. In other words, for each physical address we will gather a set of geo-coordinates. We can assess the quality of this gathered data by measuring various properties such as the centroid and standard deviation of the coordinates.

3. Cluster Geocoded Points and Generate Weighted Centroid

Each set of points will then be processed using a clustering algorithm. It evaluates the distance of the points to exclude outliers and find the most spatially relevant set of points. From this reduced set of relevant points, we will generate a new, estimated point based on a centroid of the set. During centroid generation, we use the weights of the training data to generate the centroid.

4. Backfill Location Based Engagement Around Centroid

The secondary phase is much like the first, but different in that we will query location based engagement (LBE) around the generated point. This LBE will be filtered using spatial relevancy and keyword matching.

5. Cluster LBE Points and Generate Weighted Centroid

We will process the resulting LBE coordinates using a clustering algorithm. The resulting cluster is again filtered based on keyword relevancy if possible. Once again we will generate a final estimated geo-coordinate with the reduced point set using a weighted centroid function.
6. Analyze Results

After we have an estimated geo-coordinate, we can analyze how effective the process is by comparing the accuracy of our generated point, to that of the various geo-coding providers.
Appendix B

Distance Calculations

Geographic coordinates represented in lat/long are not Cartesian coordinates; they are a measure of angular distance not linear distance from the origin on a plane [38].

Figure 43. Cartesian vs. Spherical Coordinate Systems

For points in the Cartesian plane: if $p = (p_1, p_2)$ and $q = (q_1, q_2)$ then the distance is given by
If we try and use Cartesian based distance calculations on geographic coordinates, the results can be meaningless. We can only make meaningful calculations if we treat the coordinates as true spherical coordinates and measure their distance as paths around a large sphere. If this size of this large sphere is close to the size of the earth, then we can approximate the true distance between the two geographical coordinates [39].

One popular way to calculate the distance between two geographic coordinates is called the Haversine formula. It measures the shortest distance between two points on the surface of a sphere.

\[
d(p, q) = \sqrt{(q_1 - p_1)^2 + (q_2 - p_2)^2}.
\]

Figure 44. Distance formula for two dimensional plane

\[
\Delta \sigma = 2 \arcsin \left( \sqrt{\sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta \phi}{2} \right) + \cos \phi_1 \cos \phi_2 \sin^2 \left( \frac{\Delta \lambda}{2} \right)} \right).
\]

Figure 45. Haversine Formula

The earth itself is not a true sphere, but rather an irregular shape approximating a biaxial ellipsoid [40], and using a spherical approximation can yield inaccuracies in certain instances. More accurate distance formulas that try to find the shortest path on an ellipsoid have been created to address this.
Appendix C

Clustering Algorithm

The clustering algorithm used is a modified k-nearest neighbor algorithm and is a straightforward classification and regression algorithm. In the context of this thesis we are using it to determine clustered coordinates and outlier coordinates for each location based on their distances from each other [41].

The steps taken in this process are:

1. Calculate distance matrix using all points
2. Determine cluster and outlier classification
3. Modify parameters and repeat if necessary
4. Choose best cluster

As an example, we will run through a sample location. After initial geocoding, we see the various provider venues in Figure 46:
The first step in the process to determine classification of outliers is to generate a distance matrix. This takes all the provider venues and calculates the distance in meters to all other venues.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yahoo Yql Geocode</th>
<th>Yelp Place</th>
<th>Mapquest Geocode</th>
<th>Bing Geocode</th>
<th>Google Geocode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Yql Geocode</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>80.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Place</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td>60.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapquest Geocode</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>89.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Geocode</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Geocode</td>
<td>80.04</td>
<td>60.31</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>74.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 47. Distance matrix of geocoded venues

We process the data using two constants; $k$ is the number of nearest neighbors to evaluate, and $Y$ is the distance threshold for outliers. In this example, we will use $k=3$ and $Y=30$. We can prune the table to only include the $k=3$ nearest neighbors.
To determine the outliers, we will see if the kth nearest neighbor exceeds the threshold value $Y$. The outliers are highlighted in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yahoo Yql Geocode</th>
<th>Yelp Place</th>
<th>Mapquest Geocode</th>
<th>Bing Geocode</th>
<th>Google Geocode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Yql Geocode</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Place</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapquest Geocode</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Geocode</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Geocode</td>
<td>80.04</td>
<td>60.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 48. Pruned Distance Matrix
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yahoo Yql Geocode</th>
<th>Yelp Place</th>
<th>Mapquest Geocode</th>
<th>Bing Geocode</th>
<th>Google Geocode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Yql Geocode</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Place</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapquest Geocode</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>57.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Geocode</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>42.93</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Geocode</td>
<td>80.04</td>
<td>60.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 49. Outliers at k=3

It is clear that with Y=30 and k=3, all the points are classified as outliers. In this case, we use a heuristic and reprocess the data. To find a cluster, we will reduce “k” by one (k=2) and see if there are any valid points.
We now have a set of candidate points to look for the best cluster. For any point that is not an outlier, the cluster will be the set of points that include itself and its k-nearest neighbors. In this case the set of three candidate points exactly make up the cluster, so it is chosen as the best cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yahoo Yql Geocode</th>
<th>Yelp Place</th>
<th>Mapquest Geocode</th>
<th>Bing Geocode</th>
<th>Google Geocode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo Yql Geocode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Place</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapquest Geocode</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing Geocode</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Geocode</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 50. Outliers at k=2
In some cases there may be more than one cluster to choose from. In the case that there is more than one cluster to choose from I have defined two rules to break the tie:

1. The coordinate with the most neighbors that fall within the distance threshold is chosen.
2. If the clusters have the same number of neighbors within the threshold, then the cluster with the highest sum of venue weights of neighbors within the threshold will be chosen. The venue weights are described in 6.2 and Appendix A.

The reasoning behind rule #1 is based on common sense logic that if there are more geocoders clustered together, it seems more likely that the actual point is somewhere near that cluster. Rule #2 is based on the common sense logic that the most accurate geocoders will generally produce the best results.
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